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The worlds of JRPG fantasy are populated by numerous characters, each with his or her own story.
Players can assume the role of an ordinary person, or a savior who saves the world from great evil.
Each of these figures has a special talent, and in order to maximize their effectiveness, players have
to learn their respective unique skills. What’s more, characters can be roughly classified into "good"
and "evil." The differences between these two groups of characters are ultimately revealed through
a multi-layered narrative. In the game, players can play as a warrior, mage, wizard, or archer. Each
class has its own unique abilities, and players must strengthen their characters through the use of
skills. One of the key elements is the combat system. Players can configure a variety of weapon
combinations for the skills they train. In addition to this, players can freely move the weapon they
wield in their off-hand, meaning that they have complete freedom in combat. Combat is also highly
dynamic, and includes fighting against other players. Players can enjoy a different battle system
from one fight to the next. The combat takes place on a 3-D map, and the borders that separate the
main battlefield from adjacent areas are destructible. However, players can only pass through these
areas when they defeat certain enemies, so players can anticipate the area that they will encounter
next. Players can also enjoy another key feature of the game: the ability to customize your avatar.
Players can take on a variety of roles, as well as craft items to help them in battle. With the use of a
variety of elementable weapons and armor, players can create their own unique character. In
addition to these, players can equip a weapon that has been specifically crafted for their character.
The action, drama, and graphics will touch the heart of every JRPG fan. BESTSELLER GAME "A
ridiculously charming RPG." - Polygon "A unique and highly compelling RPG." - IGN "If you're into the
usual, you'll find no shortage of things to like. It feels like a traditional JRPG in many ways, but its
offbeat sense of fun and open-ended gameplay has me wishing it were longer." - Game Informer
"The RPG genre is full of JRPGs, but there is no other like this. It may be true that JRPG is dead, but if
The Elden Ring proves anything, it

Features Key:
Epic Battles of Melee and Magic From a Vast world that evolves based on your actions.
An Advanced Character Development System that Allows You to Play the Game to Your Heart’s
Content.
A Classless System that Lets You Create Your Own Unique Character.
A World with an Advanced Design System that Gives a Sense of Spatial Awareness.
A Simultaneous Online Element that Makes You Feel Connected.
Branching Storyline that Let’s You Get Worn Out by the Story.
A Character Building System that Makes You Powerful as a Warrior or Magician.
A Fantastic Action RPG that Lets You Fight in epic battles with a Variety of Weapons.
An In-Depth Game Mechanic that Lets You Pursue a Goal using Skill Points.
A Story with a Complex Mythology with Entrances that let Players Explore a Variety of Action Scenes.

Character Select Screen:

Character Select Screen:
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If you want to learn more about the lore of The Elder Scrolls, you can check out the official Wikia pages, here
or here. 
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